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The Cold War was a distinct and crucial period in Hong Kong’s evolution and in its relations with
China and the rest of the world. Hong Kong was a window through which the West could monitor
what was happening in China and an outlet that China could use to keep in touch with the
outside world. Exploring the many complexities of Cold War politics from a global and
interdisciplinary perspective, Hong Kong in the Cold War shows how Hong Kong attained and
honed a pragmatic tradition that bridged the abyss between such opposite ideas as capitalism
and communism, thus maintaining a compromise between China and the rest of the world.The
chapters are written by nine leading international scholars and address issues of diplomacy and
politics, finance and economics, intelligence and propaganda, refugees and humanitarianism,
tourism and popular culture, and their lasting impact on Hong Kong. Far from simply describing a
historical period, these essays show that Hong Kong’s unique Cold War experience may provide
a viable blueprint for modern-day China to develop a similar model of good governance and may
in fact hold the key to the successful implementation of the One Country Two Systems
idea.Priscilla Roberts is associate professor of history at the University of Hong Kong. She has
published numerous books and articles on Anglo-American relations, Western-Asian relations,
the Cold War, and international history. John M. Carroll is professor of history at the University of
Hong Kong and is the author of A Concise History of Hong Kong.“This is a timely collection of
essays on the role of Hong Kong in a global context and its multifaceted relationship with
mainland China. It is emerging at a particularly appropriate moment when the local community
has been provoked to reflect on its common fate under the notion of ‘one country, two systems.’”
—Ray Yep, City University of Hong Kong“Hong Kong, the ‘Berlin of the East,’ was transformed by
the Cold War, an existential conflict between capitalism and communism. Consequently, this fine
volume is a must-read for political, cultural, and economic historians of Hong Kong. International
historians should also add this collection of essays and cutting-edge empirical studies to their
reading lists: it will enrich their understandings of the Global Cold War.” —David Clayton,
University of York
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modern empire. The British Empire, at its height for most of the nineteenth century and the early
decades of the twentieth century, was the most physically global entity in the world. This volume
recognizes that, while taking the long view to bring the story beyond the era of empires down to
the present when dramatic changes are taking place in Asia, especially in China. It is a good
moment to look back and outline some of the ways that Hong Kong has responded to those
changes.The premise from which I begin is that globalization is not new. Hong Kong in the
nineteenth century was at a stage when many adventurous people sought to travel long
distances for livelihood or profit, or just out of curiosity. Earlier stages of globalization saw
different forces at work when different peoples dominated each stage of growth. Globalization
was not neutral. It was never faceless. What was global changed direction and shape over time.
Thus what was global for Hong Kong during the nineteenth century was the British imperium.
That setting was reengineered by the superpowers of the second half of the twentieth century
when, for Hong Kong, the global became American. That condition is on the verge of changing
again, but what it will become is yet to be determined. And as Prasenjit Duara suggests,
Hong Kong may have its own contributions to make to that process.I will also suggest that lesser
or peripheral global settings existed on another level and that, during the twentieth century,
Hong Kong served as the center of an informal global framework for Chinese who moved in from
China and out to different parts of the world as well as those who returned through Hong Kong.
This framework was itself global. It was thin but resilient and adjusted to many factors of global
change, including the winding down of the British Empire and the rise of new superpowers.1 It
consisted of networks that adapted to the economic and technological advances channeled by
overseas Chinese and others through Hong Kong. I will focus on those of twentieth-century
Hong Kong, especially on efforts to extend their reach and link China with the outside world.
Their activities can be seen in how the Chinese passed from an earlier British globalism to one
characterized by Cold War constraints. The global processes that affected them are now
producing a more Chinese setting.Hong Kong Chinese were quick to use Anglo-imperial
globalization for their own purposes. While some Chinese settled in Hong Kong, most of their
compatriots sojourned there for short periods on their way out to other lands or on their way from
stays abroad to return to their respective towns and villages in China. All of them knew that the
world was large and the opportunities outside China were better than those at home. For most of
them, the idea of globalization was not new or strange. But how they operated in that setting was
largely unfocused, consisting of long, dreary voyages in pursuit of gold, trade, and backbreaking
livelihoods mixed with the urge for new adventures.2Here, I will look closely at three periods of
twentieth-century globalization. The first decades began for China with eight foreign
expeditionary armies marching from Tianjin to teach the imperial Qing court a lesson for
supporting the Boxer rebels. The second period came after 1949, when the great drama of the
Communist revolution was enacted in China and caused far-reaching changes to the Hong
Kong environment. The third period is the final two decades when Hong Kong was given a
timetable to prepare for its return to China in 1997. This essay will examine how the



three periods mark steps along the road toward a Chinese global setting.Following the Qing
court’s decision to support the Boxer rebels in their xenophobic outburst, the Chinese in Hong
Kong could sense that something ominous was under way, and they watched as global opinion
turned decisively against the Chinese state. The news of the siege of Beijing (Peking) was
reported daily in every newspaper, and the established Chinese families of Hong Kong would
have agreed with the poet William Wordsworth when he said, “The world was too much with us.”
Suddenly the great Qing Empire looked weak, and the idea that China had “laid waste its
powers” was likely to have passed through their minds. All this was hurtful, but the hard times
ahead also indicated that opportunities for change were available.Let me now turn to the first two
decades when the Chinese state was falling apart. Hong Kong Chinese experienced a sense of
despair as well as hopes for regime change.3 But they were far from much of the action, and
theirs was largely a transient society. Many were merchants who made their fortunes through the
British port and the extensive commercial networks that connected it to large parts of the
empire.4 The majority, however, were working men and women who sought opportunities to
earn a more secure living outside China. Some had enjoyed for decades the freedom to go
through Hong Kong to cross the oceans in every direction. For them, it was time for the Manchu
aristocrats to go and time for the mandarin class to agonize over the future of its outworn system
of government. The Chinese people had to struggle to get on with their lives. But the feeble
government in Beijing had greatly weakened their trading and working positions. To give one
example, Chinese enterprises that tried to modernize by investing in industry and manufacturing,
both in Hong Kong and in its nearest metropolis, Guangzhou (Canton), fared badly in the face of
cheap imports from abroad. Equally, those Chinese bound to go overseas to work discovered
that the weak Chinese government was unable to prevail on foreign powers to remove the
racially discriminatory barriers that were erected against them.The prevailing feeling of the Hong
Kong Chinese, therefore, was frustration and anger. Traditional channels of protest no longer
sufficed to convey their demands, and many sought new kinds of organizations to harness the
rising fury. In came political parties that began to gain wide attention. Kang Youwei’s Baohuang
Hui (Society for the Protection of the Emperor), for example, founded after the failure of the
Hundred Days’ Reform in 1898, offered to take up the cause of Chinese industrial firms through
acts of economic nationalism. Another was Sun Yat-sen’s Tongmeng Hui (Revolutionary League)
that concentrated on political nationalism and the increasingly more attractive cause of
jettisoning the Manchu dynasty altogether. Understandably, the established merchant groups
tended to support the former while the younger and poorer working classes found the latter
more appealing. What was remarkable was that these parties were actively linked across
international boundaries.Both groups were stimulated by global connections, notably with
students and merchants in Japan. China’s sad condition awakened a new generation of activists
among Chinese communities in Southeast Asia, North America, Australasia, and South Africa.
Their organizations remind us that, beneath the large global canvas of the British Empire, a
small Chinese version of global linkages was taking shape. They made use of Hong Kong as a



location, but they did not depend on the British. Thus, the causes of opposing unfair competition
and labor discrimination received support from students and associations not only in Asia but
also among those on three other continents. Of these, the cause of racial discrimination received
most attention in the United States, but a similar awareness encouraged communities far apart
to share their feelings and led them to act in concert.5 There were even signs that Chinese
sailors working on European ships were learning about the international brotherhood of labor.
These various examples did not imply any great unity of purpose. The links were still fragile. But
they represented a development of group actions that were tied to the global links of Hong Kong.
Insofar as the phenomenon affected all classes of Chinese, Hong Kong at the mouth of the Pearl
River delta had begun to shape a Chinese global setting as no other port could.6The events
leading to the 1911 revolution, the collapse of the traditional Chinese polity, and the confusing
state of the new republic all had an impact on Hong Kong.7 But the British globalism that
sheltered Hong Kong also provided a secure base for a lesser Chinese globalism to play its role.
Throughout the decades before the Sino-Japanese War of 1937, Hong Kong was the place to
which Chinese could turn if and when they wished to reach out or return home. And this was not
true only in the realm of capital, labor, and markets. In the field of education, the University of
Hong Kong provides a fitting example. I will not consider here whether that university was
established primarily in response to a changing China or to meet the needs of Britain or Hong
Kong. The new university established on the eve of the fall of the dynastic system of China was a
clear symbol of the British global presence. It offered an outreach facility at a time not just of
Chinese nationalist awakening but also of extended links among the Chinese merchants and
working classes outside China. In its early decades, the university was justified not merely as an
institution that served local needs. It set out to provide modern education to select groups of
students from China, and it also attracted a sizable number of young Chinese from overseas,
especially from British territories in Southeast Asia. Thus, the university’s British global outlook
did not shape the lives of Hong Kong Chinese so much as enhance the linkages between and
among China and overseas Chinese that added another dimension to the Chinese global
consciousness that was emerging.8The second period began in 1949 when the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) took power. This was only four years after the Kuomintang (KMT)
Nationalist government in Nanjing had tried to claim its share of the fruits of the Allied military
victory at the end of the Second World War. As a partner in the new postwar global dispensation
that hinged on the Cold War struggle for dominance, China had stepped up onto an
unexpectedly high platform from which to influence world affairs.9 From the point of view of
Hong Kong, this globalization was primarily based on wealth that came readily from the United
States across the Pacific Ocean. For at least three decades after 1945, massive flows of money
and arms arrived in East and Southeast Asia to support a variety of causes. They included
contributions to revive the defeated Japanese Empire and preserve the Nationalist regime, first
in Nanjing and then in Taipei, as well as development funds to help nation building in the former
colonies of the region. By this time, hundreds of thousands of refugees from China were pouring



into Hong Kong, an influx that was to continue off and on for decades.10 The Chinese who
came set out to find new paths to survival and prosperity not only in the colony but also well
beyond.11 Their push past the usual immigrant countries to the edges of the globe was
remarkable. Within a couple of decades, that generation of Chinese could be found in countries
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America that had not in the past been destinations for Chinese. Those
who chose to remain found that their fates were closely linked to the Cold War and that Hong
Kong had become a frontline city in terms of the West’s interest in the People’s Republic of
China (PRC). It was both a window through which the West could monitor what was happening
and a conduit that China could use to reach out and keep in touch with the outside world. Under
the circumstances, Chinese people learned to function under the radar screen, and Hong Kong
provided a convenient meeting place for all those who wanted to be more actively engaged with
one another.The developments that led to two world wars have received great attention from
historians. After the end of the Second World War, Hong Kong survived not only the Japanese
occupation but also the interest of both Nationalists and Communists in regaining territory the
two parties alike concurred had been wrongfully taken from China. This brief essay will not seek
to deal with all the ramifications of these territorial conflicts for postwar Hong Kong. First, let us
focus on Hong Kong’s role in mediating between China and the overseas Chinese. For decades
before 1949, in the face of other global developments, the Chinese abroad had been asked to
be patriotic and actively support political and economic progress in China. Such appeals were
sharply intensified when they were called upon to become engaged in the salvation of the
motherland in the face of the Japanese invasions between 1937 and 1945. Different groups of
activists worked hard to draw together the widely dispersed Chinese communities on all
continents to commit themselves to the national cause. The records of KMT branches around
the world illustrate very well the close relationships between party and state representatives
within each community and their respective links with a wide range of overseas Chinese
institutions, especially after 1928 when the Nationalists seized power in Nanjing.Hong Kong
Chinese were thus directly involved in the struggles by all rival political parties, but, as the
revolution and other developments moved north and into the interior of China, their influence
became smaller compared to their counterparts in such cities as Shanghai, Nanjing, and Beijing.
But they were never free from the cause of nationalism or that of internationalism. After 1945, an
extraordinary series of shrewd decisions kept Hong Kong in British hands.12 For a while, the
uncertainties concerning Hong Kong’s future left all on tenterhooks. The mass of refugees
aggravated the problems of governance facing the Hong Kong authorities. The strategic
importance of the city along what became a Cold War fault line has also received much
attention.13 The intelligence agencies of the Anglo-American nexus operated there throughout
the decades, within shouting distance of innumerable mainland and Taiwan underground units.
With unfaltering determination, the Hong Kong government firmly insisted that they all acted with
discretion and, except for the Cultural Revolution spillover in the late 1960s, Hong Kong as a
commercial hub seemed to function much as before.14But changes were occurring. In this new



global setting, issues of refugee intake, antidiscrimination legislation, and ultimately the
assurance of political and democratic rights were added to the basic needs of commerce and
livelihood. There thus grew a different awareness of the Chinese global outlook. This time, it
involved a larger number of long-term residents who had settled and saw themselves as a new
kind of Hong Kong people.15 With a new consciousness of home, they sought to find their own
distinctive place among those who were locked in battle between the slogans of Communist
social justice and the attractions of capitalist freedoms.The perspectives of people who
identified strongly with Hong Kong added novel dimensions to the outlook and thinking of
Chinese outside China. These gained credibility when most Chinese reacted against what
happened in China during the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution. Large numbers
crossed into Hong Kong, and political views became more diverse. Many openly rejected the
internationalist global vision that the CCP had offered. In fact, during the 1960s, it became
obvious that what the PRC stood for was a more isolationist China rather than a progressive
step toward global integration.16 In the face of that, many Hong Kong Chinese held firm to what
survived of an older British global presence, while others shifted toward the American side of the
global Cold War. At the same time, among the Chinese overseas, the pressure to adopt new
nationalities in their respective countries of residence was strong. Those with new identities
tended to accept the global setting the way their adopted nations did. The vast majority had
made their homes in countries on the American side of the Cold War. It was significant that
Chinese were not welcome in those states under Communist or socialist rule so that, almost by
definition, overseas Chinese who did not return to China were likely to see the global setting in
liberal capitalist terms. And more of them turned to global commerce and professions that were
tied closely to what might be seen as an American global outlook.The actions of the Beijing and
Taipei parties and governments were still relevant. Their respective senior officials sought out
these Chinese and wooed them in the name of a single legitimate China. These actions had
many dimensions, meaning that they also influenced the direction and volume of remittances
and investments, the social links with religious and cultural festivals, and the rival expressions of
cultural authenticity and identification. One important feature in this rivalry was that the more
open Republic of China (ROC) in Taiwan was able to offer accessible education in schools and
colleges providing qualifications that enjoyed the advantage of accreditation in some parts of the
anti-Communist world. In addition, the two waged battles in such areas as publications, art
exhibitions, films, and stage performances, for example, where Taiwan could compete
effectively. For around three decades following 1949, most of these manifestations of rivalry and
outreach were channeled through Hong Kong.Hong Kong nonetheless retained its unique
position for Chinese both inside and outside China. The city was not under Chinese rule. Its
people were not, unlike the Chinese overseas everywhere else, subject to sovereign states or
new nations emerging out of colonialism expecting loyalty. And they enjoyed the unusual
advantage of living under a British view of global linkages that was deliberately liberal and
undemanding. In addition, despite the limitations imposed by the Cold War, many of them could,



if they wished, still choose to be active in either the American spheres of a global market
economy or in the Soviet Russian orbit under professed internationalists who were largely
controlled by various Communist Parties.As this exceptional position developed, Hong Kong
became, more by default than by any specific effort, the heart of a Chinese global outlook that
was only just below the surface of Cold War concerns. As suggested earlier, this was not a new
phenomenon. The colony had long served as a center for a range of people and products with
the potential to define how a new Chinese global consciousness might take shape. When British
interests shifted in the late nineteenth century to Shanghai and Chinese interests blossomed
along the Yangzi valley, Hong Kong had been left on the periphery of one of the most dynamic of
global economic developments. From the 1950s onward, however, it had become the only place
where the pull of global ties could be exercised openly on all Chinese who had any dealings with
eastern Asia.Hong Kong was the locale where competition for support by the Republic of China
in Taiwan and the People’s Republic of China could occur at several levels. Both sides could
freely disseminate information and disinformation and seek to reach out to as many Chinese as
possible. It was where Chinese from different continents could openly share their views and
distribute their largesse into China with little constraint. Hong Kong played this role with
increasing subtlety and sophistication.17 Its many kinds of Chinese were able to dispense
products that were commercial and industrial, political and ideological, and also communal and
spiritual, cultural, artistic, and intellectual. In so doing, the city was actually encouraging a strong
sense of commonality of being Chinese without identifying with the Chinese nation. One
hesitates to term this a manifestation of “cultural China,” but the sense of ethnic consciousness
unburdened by national loyalties, either to the governments of China or to the countries of which
they were nationals, enabled a global persona that attracted attention among Chinese
everywhere, including those on the mainland.18 It was in this context that Hong Kong could
become an international city unlike any other. It was a city that ultimately could not be confined
to following criteria set by others elsewhere and a city that, through the vast networks of the
Chinese overseas that depended on it, could define a secondary level of globalization that was
peculiar to the city and at the same time recognizably Chinese.The role of the University of Hong
Kong during this period deserves at least brief mention. When it was decided to revive the
university after the Second World War, the University of Hong Kong came to be identified at last
as Hong Kong’s own university, one that gave priority to the needs of the people of Hong Kong. It
could not satisfy all the Chinese who had crossed into Hong Kong when the Second World War
ended. Even after the Communist takeover in 1949, there were still those in Hong Kong who
looked to China to send their children for study. But as events unfolded, that desire was
diminished, and calls for a local university that could better serve the Chinese became stronger.
This was not a narrow nationalist call. It was one that showed awareness that a British global
outlook was no longer preeminent. It was therefore not surprising that those Chinese who had
long been connected with institutions on the mainland and Taiwan and with universities in the
United States would turn to American models. That the Chinese University of Hong Kong sought



in the 1960s to do this reflected an increasingly confident sense of the global opportunities
available at that time. The Hong Kong government’s acceptance in the 1960s of that difference
in the two universities suggests that it recognized the legitimate concerns of its Chinese people
to find their place in a new global setting. In addition, the University of Hong Kong now had a
partner in producing the graduates who began to shape a distinctive self-consciousness of new
generations of Hong Kong people.The third period focused upon here is the final two decades of
the twentieth century when Hong Kong was given a timetable to prepare for its return to China in
1997. This was when other shifts in the global setting were taking place, not least on the
Chinese mainland. For the first time since Hong Kong became a British colony, its people faced
a modern united China. China was, in addition, moving from a closed command economy to
some capitalist experimentations that astonished the world. China had looked to Hong Kong for
help in the 1970s, but it had now transformed itself to become confident and more assertive.19
During the same period, the global system was also readjusting as a consequence of the
collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War. There gradually emerged a
considerable interest in China’s growth model, something quite unknown in the past. A new mix
of political, business, cultural, and environmental demands in China became the focus of
attention. Hong Kong Chinese living on the edge of this China faced new global realities and are
still learning to do so.20For this period, let me largely pass over the remarkable transformations
in China since Deng Xiaoping’s reforms after 1978, a subject on which the torrent of writing over
the past decade is already overwhelming. Let me simply trace some of the features of what
quietly changed sub rosa for an emerging Chinese global presence, features that many now
sense to be surfacing rapidly. The years leading to the Tiananmen tragedy and the end of the
Cold War, the time immediately prior to Hong Kong’s return to the motherland, demonstrated a
number of significant changes. The Sino-British Joint Declaration signed in 1984 was a turning
point that marked the closing of the Anglo-American global setting for Hong Kong. A shift in
trajectory followed. Everything pertaining to Hong Kong’s future would have to take account of
the city’s return to China in 1997. Once Hong Kong became part of China, the global linkages
that informally placed Hong Kong as the center would come to an end, replaced by a new
setting in which a Chinese notion of globalization would seek to be recognized. The question
was, How much could Hong Kong retain from its past that would fit the emerging new order, and
how long would Hong Kong have to determine its own role in that order?I recall the many voices
that prepared the people for the impending change. They ranged from voices of alarm that filled,
in particular, the pages of the Western press, while more defensive and optimistic views could
be found in the Chinese media.21 At one extreme, the fear was that Hong Kong as a distinct
entity would come to an end as it was drawn into the Chinese orbit. That would take Hong Kong
away from the kind of global role it could perform for a rising China. At the other extreme,
Hong Kong’s role would be different but no less important than before: it would continue to help
China become genuinely global within the current international framework. It could enable China
to change toward the kind of economy and society that Hong Kong had gradually become.China



changed faster than anyone expected. But, in the eyes of others, it has been unable or unwilling
to accept totally the global setting that has developed since the Second World War. For many
Hong Kong Chinese, Tiananmen in 1989 was an omen of worse things to come. It was seen as a
rejection of the norms that China’s economic reforms were launched to achieve. Although briefer
and less destructive than the Cultural Revolution of 1966–76, it was a painful reminder of how
Chinese authorities were willing to use armed power against their own people. And the way the
governments of the West turned against China was also illuminating. That reminded all Chinese
that globalization did not just mean opening China’s economy to the West; it also meant that
China could be punished by the United States and its allies whenever China behaved in ways
that they found unacceptable.The Soviet Union collapsed within two years of Tiananmen. By
bringing to an end the forty-year-old “central balance” of two world powers, the path was open to
yet another perspective of the global setting. Thus, any notion that there was still some kind of
front line from which Hong Kong could play a special role was removed. The sole superpower
era had arrived, and an extended period of American global dominance seemed inevitable.
Given these changes, what kind of role does Hong Kong have in the new global setting where
China is a strong player? Can Hong Kong still be the center where China and the Chinese
overseas can with profit engage? Or have the old global linkages become obsolete with Hong
Kong edging toward integration with China?There has been one wholly new factor since the
1970s. At least two generations of vocal Hong Kong Chinese who see Hong Kong as their home
have changed the equation. They regularly demonstrate their loyalty to the city, they have a
greater sense of place, and their attitudes toward the future of Hong Kong are quite different
from those of the Chinese in China as well as from the Chinese outside.22 These indigenous
Hong Kong people have their own political culture and expect the Beijing authorities to
understand their potential role in a global setting that will be centered in Asia. They need to
remain cosmopolitan and outward looking, and they cannot afford to be overly focused on the
rights of Hong Kong alone. They are joined in increasing numbers by Chinese from
postrevolutionary China who are neither refugees nor afraid of Communism. The community that
will emerge would need to be more integrated than it is at present. For such a community to
share a common global outlook, those Chinese who identify with Hong Kong will have to provide
leadership to forge a kind of social cohesion that is not navel gazing but reaches out to China as
well as to the Chinese overseas now located in every corner of the globe.23Where commercial
and financial links with the Chinese overseas are concerned, many vital links remain. No longer,
however, does Hong Kong serve as it once did as a second base for China connections. Other
ports and investment centers in China are now available.24 Today, overseas Chinese
communities have also become far more complex. Those of the second or third generations are
mostly comfortable in adopted countries that support current globalization trends. The newer
migrants from the mainland or Taiwan do not need Hong Kong for their China dealings. Only the
families of emigrants originating from Hong Kong are still attached to the city as overseas
Chinese were in the past, and their numbers are relatively small. In short, as the global setting



shifts toward a stronger Chinese presence in most spheres of life, the people of Hong Kong will
be challenged to find a new role in their relationships with Chinese overseas. To remain
indispensable in that setting will require concerted efforts to introduce new ideas of globalization
that both the new Asia and its allies in the West can accept. This may be the toughest
assignment that the Chinese of Hong Kong have ever faced.In outlining the issues above, I have
suggested that playing a role in moving the Chinese toward a new kind of global setting was
nothing new for Hong Kong. What was remarkable was how that role helped the Chinese in
Hong Kong find their place in the larger setting while remaining connected with changing
Chinese aspirations and demands in China and among the Chinese overseas. In that way,
various groups of Hong Kong Chinese made room for an underlying Chinese network to evolve,
under first a British global outlook and then a Cold War global vision that was primarily
American. They have, especially during the second half of the twentieth century, actively
influenced the way those Chinese outside could bring their global awareness back to China and,
perhaps even more, influenced the quality of global consciousness sought by those Chinese
inside China.It is therefore interesting to speculate what lies ahead now that there has been a
further shift in the global setting that will increasingly center on developments in Asia, perhaps
even more on the areas close to and within China itself. This is not to suggest that the new
global setting will necessarily become more Chinese, but it is now less likely that the end of
history will be American. A better balance of global expectations and goals might be the next
stage. Where might Hong Kong feature in such a development? Here one must suggest that
Hong Kong, as an extraordinary part of China, can continue to build on the experiences of the
past century. For more than 150 years, it has been in the mainstream of global change. During
that time, it nurtured the unobtrusive extension of a lesser layer of global adaptation, one that is
peculiar to Chinese needs in and outside of China; this is also one that is now surfacing because
of the transformative changes in Asia at the turn of the twenty-first century. It is unlikely that
analyzing the former geopolitics of the region, and using the older ways that served Hong Kong
well in the past, will suffice. Hong Kong people will have to think hard and imaginatively to devise
new institutions and mechanisms to deal with the rapid changes now taking place. In the context
of the University of Hong Kong’s recent centenary celebrations, as the institution moves forward
into its second century, one may confidently expect the alumni, students, and academics of the
University of Hong Kong to take up the challenge and be at the heart of the changes that are
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KongThe FoundationsPriscilla RobertsFor Hong Kong, the Cold War was a distinct and crucial
period in its own evolution and in its relations with China and the rest of the world. Without the
global clash of ideologies, the city might well have failed to win and keep the key nodal position it
attained in those years. Economically, intellectually, socially, and culturally, the Cold War years
were crucial in ensuring that Hong Kong became a unique and cosmopolitan metropolis. Hong
Kong, whatever its limitations—and it could at times be parochial, inward looking, and self-
obsessed—was set on the path to become one of the world’s greatest and most vibrant cities, a
city that would play a key role in the modernization of Greater China, especially the mainland,



even as it developed a sense of specifically Hong Kong identity. From its outset, Hong Kong has
been unique. During the Cold War and in many ways thanks to the demands, challenges, and
opportunities arising from that conflict, already established social, economic, political, and
administrative patterns of behavior within Hong Kong were intensified and adapted, transforming
the territory. Run initially by British officials but increasingly by local Hong Kong recruits to the
civil service, a hub not just for economic networks of capital and governmental exchanges of
every variety but also for transnational intellectual, political, and social interchanges at every
level, Hong Kong was one of a kind, its essence almost undefinable. Hong Kong developed its
own voice, one that, perhaps muted in the immediate aftermath of the 1997 handover and the
Asian economic crisis, is once more becoming ever more discernible. Its greatest contribution to
China’s modernization may yet lie in the future.Cold War Hong Kong is still something of a
neglected subject, with much of the most stimulating writing on the subject to be found in
illuminating articles and chapters scattered across journals and edited collections. In terms of
diplomacy, Chi-Kwan Mark’s study of the Cold War in Hong Kong from 1949 to 1957 is the most
thorough work on the early period, astute and beautifully researched, supplemented by his
articles on later Cold War policy.1 The one-volume histories of Hong Kong by Steve Tsang, John
M. Carroll, and Frank Welsh all offer important insights.2 Michael Share has produced a
significant study of Hong Kong’s dealings with both tsarist Russia and the Soviet Union.3
Perhaps the best synthesis is still that of the late Nancy Bernkopf Tucker, in her volume on
Taiwan and Hong Kong in US foreign policy from 1949 to the early 1990s, a beautiful and
elegantly researched chapter on Hong Kong it would be hard to surpass.4 Several unpublished
doctoral and master’s dissertations focus on how the Cold War affected Hong Kong both
internally and in terms of international politics.5 No study to date, however, has attempted to put
high-level international politics and diplomacy in the context of popular attitudes within Hong
Kong, not to mention broader cultural and social trends. This collection of essays is one attempt
to begin to address this task. Some were first delivered at a conference held in part to mark the
centenary of the University of Hong Kong. This volume seeks to go beyond that occasion to ask,
What was special about Cold War Hong Kong, how was it that the system established in 1949
continued against all the odds to work for so long, and what are its legacies and lessons for
present-day Hong Kong?Cold War globalization of the territory was far from unprecedented. As
Wang Gungwu points out when opening this volume, Hong Kong had never been isolated from
broader global trends. From the time the British took Hong Kong island in 1841, the new British
colony was ipso facto a conduit both to broader British imperial networks of various kinds, many
of them nongovernmental, and to the (still-expanding) overseas Chinese community around
Asia and the capital it could provide, as well as Western financial markets and economic
linkages. Hong Kong offered traders of every nationality an alternative to the restricted
conditions that characterized neighboring Guangzhou (Canton), as a locale where wives and
children were not prohibited and British administrative practices prevailed. Hong Kong was, as
Elizabeth Sinn has recently described in detail, the gateway port through which Chinese workers



went to North America to provide the labor force needed to develop California and the
transcontinental railroads, and likewise passed through in transit to destinations in Australia,
Canada, South Africa, and much of Asia.6 Goods as well as people circulated through Hong
Kong. Possessing one of the world’s premier harbors, the city was a major entrepôt, through
which goods destined for China—opium figured largely in the early years—arrived and products
from China were dispatched to the outside world. It was a regular port of call for the major
shipping lines that held the Western colonial enterprises together. Though less glamorous than
the wicked, sophisticated rival Shanghai up the coast, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries Hong Kong became a standard tourist destination, one of the gateways to China. And
it developed into an important financial center, the home to branches of prominent banks from
around Asia and beyond. As David R. Meyer and Frank H. H. King have demonstrated, the
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC), the colony’s leading financial institution,
established branches and connections across Asia and beyond that provided the funding for
business ventures across South, Southeast, and East Asia, many of which underpinned
Western colonial projects in the region.7From the mid-nineteenth century onward, Hong Kong’s
commercial and financial facilities were significant factors in the extension of Western
colonialism in Asia. Hong Kong was of course a British naval base. On occasion its port also
offered convenient and helpful shelter to the colonial ventures of other nations, especially the
United States. While theoretically neutral in such enterprises, in winter 1853–54 the Hong Kong
government allowed the naval squadron commanded by US commodore Matthew Perry to stay
in its hospitable harbor, shortly before he embarked on his voyage to force Japan to open itself
to Western trade and influence, an enterprise that echoed the reasons for the founding of Hong
Kong itself. Before leaving for Manila Bay in 1898 to battle the Spanish fleet, Admiral George
Dewey’s naval forces also gathered in Mirs Bay, just off Hong Kong, where ostensibly neutral
British authorities in practice facilitated US moves to drive what remained of Spain’s once
formidable power in the Pacific out of the Philippines and Guam.8Yet Hong Kong was not merely
a platform and economic powerhouse for Western colonialism. Liberal British laissez-faire
policies meant that Hong Kong also became a haven for dissidents from around Asia, both
individuals who—like Sun Yat-sen—sought to overthrow China’s Manchu Qing dynasty, and
those from other countries, the Vietnamese Ho Chi Minh and others, for example, who wished to
end Western imperialist rule in Indochina. Both Sun and Ho spent time in Hong Kong in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. So too did the Philippine nationalist writer and
revolutionary politician José Rizal, who met his future wife during the months he spent practicing
ophthalmology in Hong Kong from late 1891 to June 1892. Rashly, he then left to promote his
cause in the Philippines, where in 1896, at the age of thirty-five, he was eventually executed by
the Spanish government.9 The British authorities in Hong Kong felt no great regard for Spain but
were relatively unsympathetic to efforts to destabilize colonial rule elsewhere in Asia. Eventually,
in 1931, they arrested Ho—though not before he had managed to found the Vietnamese
Communist Party—and sought to deport him, ultimately, it seems, transferring him to a ship that



took him to China, whence the Vietnamese revolutionary moved on to Soviet Russia.10 The
British proved equally unwelcoming to Soviet operatives of the Comintern or Third Communist
International, the international organization established in 1919 by the infant Soviet Union, the
world’s first Communist state, with the objective of promoting revolution beyond Russia’s own
borders. Between the wars, efforts by Chinese nationalists or others to destabilize Hong Kong,
through labor unrest, boycotts, and strikes, generally met with a harsh response.11Britain did,
however, allow Hong Kong to provide medical training and then sanctuary for Sun Yat-sen in the
1880s and 1890s, and before 1911 the colony effectively functioned as a base for anti-Manchu
revolutionaries.12 Similar tolerance was extended to Soong Qingling, Sun’s widow, during the
1930s, when the British Foreign Office allowed Hong Kong to serve as a conduit for supplies to
Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist government as it sought to resist the Japanese. In the late 1930s
Hong Kong also housed representatives of the Chinese Communist Party’s Eighth Route Army,
providing a base where they were able to regroup, consolidate, and support anti-Japanese
guerrilla activities in Guangdong Province.13 Steve Tsang points out that in addition, for Chinese
would-be reformers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Hong Kong was
something of an inspiration, offering a working model of Western government, society, and
administration, as well as a safe haven.14 In its first century of existence, Hong Kong had
deservedly won itself a reputation as a refuge for Asian rebels against their own governments,
including that of China, at least provided such individuals were relatively discreet.This was only
one facet of the many ways in which Hong Kong itself served as a forcing ground for ideas—
many of them originally taken from international sources—that could be developed and adapted
to Asian needs. Transnational enterprises were well represented in Hong Kong. This was not just
a matter of business. After the overthrow of the tsarist government in early 1917, assorted
radical Russian revolutionaries made their way back to Russia via Hong Kong. The following
year, White Russian émigrés transited through Hong Kong on their way home, seeking to do
battle there against Communist revolution. When their cause proved unsuccessful, some
resettled in Hong Kong itself. The numbers of such refugees were, however, relatively small, and
most were primarily concerned not with anti-Soviet enterprises but with the more basic need to
earn a living.15 Other migrants to Hong Kong were more directly concerned with winning hearts
and minds, especially those of the Chinese population, both locally and across the border. In the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Christian missionaries of every stripe and nationality
established churches, schools, and offices in Hong Kong, ventures that often served as
springboards for religious and educational undertakings in China itself. Many of Hong Kong’s
most prestigious schools, their pupils drawn from Hong Kong elites, had missionary or religious
roots.16In its early years the University of Hong Kong, founded in 1911 by Sir Frederick Lugard,
then governor of Hong Kong, and incorporating an existing medical college, drew students not
just within Hong Kong but from across Southeast Asia, especially the overseas Chinese
communities in the region, as well as China itself. The university formed part of broader
intellectual networks, some of them linking academics across the British Empire, others tied to



the interwar Institute of Pacific Relations, a sprawling transnational group of think tanks founded
by the Americans in the mid-1920s, that encompassed most of the states with any interests in
the Pacific—Britain, China, and Japan included. Between the world wars, the University of Hong
Kong attracted substantial financial support from the US-based Rockefeller Foundation, which
took a particular interest in promoting the development of China, not least through its backing for
the Institute of Pacific Relations.17 While very far from inclined to promote radical revolution
across Asia, in general the colonial authorities viewed the university as a force for progress
within China and Southeast Asia. Lobbying in 1929 for a share of the Boxer indemnity funds to
be directed to the University of Hong Kong, Leo Amery, a former colonial secretary, told the
British foreign secretary that the university was “in some ways the best thing we have done for
China in all our connexion with it.” He highlighted how it attracted Chinese not just from
Hong Kong but also from mainland China and especially from Southeast Asia. He also
compared the university with American educational institutions in China, viewing these as
dangerous rivals that sought to promote US rather than British influences in that country.18 From
the late 1930s until the mid-1940s, a significant number of University of Hong Kong students
would become prominent in the resistance against Japan, as did Lindsay Ride, an Australian
professor of physiology who became vice-chancellor of the University of Hong Kong in the
1950s.19 They worked closely with anti-Japanese Chinese Communist guerrilla forces, notably
the East River Column, who helped Ride and other foreigners escape Hong Kong.20As the
Second World War ended, Hong Kong therefore had a century’s experience of serving as an
intermediary between China and the outside world, both Western nations and the overseas
Chinese across Asia. Two key decisions of the 1940s meant that Hong Kong would continue to
play a key role in such encounters and to carve out for itself a special and unique international
position during the Cold War. The first was the determination of the British, defeated in Hong
Kong by Japan on Christmas Day 1941 after less than three weeks of fighting, to regain control
of Hong Kong and continue to rule the territory. By early 1943, British foreign secretary Anthony
Eden, colonial secretary Oliver Stanley, and their subordinates “were quietly determined that
Britain should recover Hong Kong after the War.”21 This outcome was by no means a foregone
conclusion. Throughout the Second World War, President Franklin D. Roosevelt of the United
States, a strong opponent of Western colonialism, had been near adamant that Hong Kong
should be restored to China, as part of his vision of a new world order in which the old European
empires would no longer be tolerated. Chiang Kai-shek, China’s Nationalist president, had been
equally eager to end all Western special privileges in China and take back all those territories
lost to China in the previous century or more of humiliation at the hands of Japan and the West.
For several years, British chances of winning back Hong Kong from Japan and resuming its
former position in the colony seemed poor. Yet, when the war ended, Roosevelt was dead, and
Chiang threatened by civil war. British military leaders moved quickly to deploy naval forces and
troops to Hong Kong, accept the Japanese surrender on behalf of the Allies, and take over the
administration of Hong Kong, a decision to which Chiang, however reluctantly, acquiesced. One



reason may have been that he feared that if Nationalist forces tried to take Hong Kong, they
would find themselves in conflict with the wartime Communist East River brigade that had
resisted the Japanese occupiers. For the next four years Chiang, preoccupied with the
continuing civil war in China and his own ever more precarious hold on the Chinese mainland,
had no attention to spare for Hong Kong.22 While American diplomats, notably John Leighton
Stuart, the US ambassador to China, occasionally suggested that Britain might renounce
colonialism and hand the territory back to China, such advice fell on deaf ears, even within the
American government, where top officials in the administration of Harry Truman, including the
president and Dean Acheson, his secretary of state, much preferred leaving Hong Kong in
British hands to seeing it fall victim to an ever more likely Communist takeover.23The second
important decision governing Hong Kong’s future was that by Mao Zedong, the top Chinese
Communist leader, to allow British rule in Hong Kong to continue undisturbed should the
Communists win power in China. In 1946 Mao reportedly told a group of British journalists:China
has enough trouble in her hands to try and clean up the mess in her own country, leave alone
trying to rule Formosa, for us to clamour for the return of Hong Kong. I am not interested in Hong
Kong, the Communist Party is not interested in Hong Kong; it has never been the subject of any
discussion amongst us. Perhaps ten, twenty or thirty years hence we may ask for a discussion
regarding its return, but my attitude is that so long as your officials do not maltreat Chinese
subjects in Hong Kong, and so long as Chinese are not treated as inferior to others in the matter
of taxation and a voice in the Government, I am not interested in Hong Kong, and will certainly
not allow it to be a bone of contention between your country and mine.By late December 1946,
Mao’s attitude was known to the British Foreign Office.24 While in no sense a binding pledge on
Mao’s part, in practice this pragmatic attitude prevailed for almost half a century. The reasons for
it were primarily self-interested. In previous decades, Hong Kong had at times provided a useful
refuge for members of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) when Nationalist efforts to suppress
them made their position in South China itself precarious. The CCP quietly kept an office in
Hong Kong, where party members carefully refrained from subversive activities that might
provoke a retaliatory response from the British. Economically, in terms of trade with the outside
world and foreign exchange, Hong Kong had the potential to be extremely valuable to a
Communist-ruled state. In 1948 Qiao Guanhua, the party’s effective representative in Hong
Kong and a future Chinese foreign minister, reassured the British government that, when they
took power, the CCP would not seek to retake Hong Kong by force or to destabilize the colony
by agitating for its return. Had the Nationalists regained Hong Kong in 1945, even had Chiang
Kai-shek—as Roosevelt and other American officials suggested during the war—made it into an
international free port, the Chinese Communists, as they took over South China in 1949, would
almost certainly have insisted on taking Hong Kong, as they did Shanghai and other treaty ports.
Undoubtedly, the history of Hong Kong, and perhaps too that of China as a whole, would have
been very different. As it was, in October 1949 Communist Chinese troops stopped when they
reached the border with Hong Kong. And there, despite occasional clashes over the years, they



would remain until July 1, 1997, watched by and watching their British counterparts.25Image
0.1Lok Ma Chau border crossing, 1966. Courtesy of Tim Ko.Because the arrangement worked,
it is perhaps easy to forget just how extraordinary this situation really was. One major impetus
driving the establishment of the CCP had been deep Chinese resentment of the concessions at
Chinese expense that Western powers had made to Japan at the Paris Peace Conference in
1919. The May Fourth movement radicalized a generation of young students. Opposition to the
special privileges and territorial enclaves that Western powers had won in China since 1841 was
one factor fueling both Nationalist and Communist policies. On taking power, Mao would proudly
proclaim that China had “stood up” and reclaimed its rightful place in world affairs. Equally, the
CCP, far from being simply a collection of peaceable agrarian reformers, was a group of rather
hard-line, battle-tempered Communists, who deliberately and consciously aligned their country
with the causes of international revolution, decolonization, and the Soviet Cold War with the
Western powers that had developed after the Second World War. Within a decade or less, by the
late 1950s Chinese differences with the Soviet Union over the policies of “peaceful coexistence”
that Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev embraced would play a major role in precipitating the Sino-
Soviet split that divided the Communist world from then until the end of the Cold War. Yet from
1949 onward—as Soviet leaders occasionally and rather unkindly observed after the Chinese
split with them—where Hong Kong (and Macau) were concerned, Communist China followed its
own policies of peaceful coexistence, totally at variance with Chinese claims to represent the
vanguard of revolution.26 (Taiwan was for various reasons a different matter.)In late 1949, it was
far from certain that the tentative understanding the British and Communist China had reached
would hold. The British undoubtedly hoped to keep Hong Kong, but they recognized that—even
with US assistance—Hong Kong was fundamentally indefensible against a determined
mainland assault. From Britain and China alike, maintaining the status quo demanded rather
impressive juggling talents, diplomatic, intellectual, and practical. Hong Kong’s position as a
special enclave, simultaneously deeply affected by the global Cold War and a place where that
game was played by different rules, probably should not have endured for long. But somehow it
did, surviving the challenges of the Korean War, the Vietnam War, the Cultural Revolution, and
even the special position the United States—for at least two decades mainland China’s greatest
international enemy—enjoyed in Hong Kong. Hong Kong exemplified the saying that the true
mark of high intelligence is the ability to hold two conflicting beliefs at the same time. Nothing
was ever quite what it seemed. As with a hologram or the uncertainty principle in physics, in
Cold War Hong Kong, two or more opposed and seemingly incompatible realities could
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